CM 300

Ultra Premium Adhesive

Installation Recommendations:
1. Flooring materials and adhesive must be stored in a pre-heated building where room temperature should be no less than 65 degrees F, 24 hours before, during and after installation.
2. Subfloors must be flat and clean, free of dust, dirt, grease, wax, paint, curing or parting agents or any other substance that may affect the bond. Concrete floors must be fully cured, free of excessive moisture emissions, alkali and hydrostatic pressure. Very porous sub-floors must be primed with a compatible acrylic primer.
3. Minimum towel dimensions and approximate coverages:
   - Graphics Unitary or Double-Glue (Carpet to Pad): 1/8” x 1/8” x 1/16” U notch; 50 sq. ft/gal.
   - Woven polypropylene, BioCell Laminates®, EnviroCeil®, unitary w/ActionBac: 1/8” x 1/8” x 1/8” U notch; 100 sq. ft. /gal.; Attached Cushions; BioCel®: 3/32” x 3/32” x 3/32” V notch; 125 sq. ft./gal.
4. Lay carpet onto the adhesive as to minimize air bubbles and wrinkles.
5. Roll flooring with three-section weighted roller to ensure adequate transfer. Direct Glue: 50 lbs., Double Glue: 35 lbs. max.
6. Roll carpet north to south and east to west from center to edge forcing out air pockets and eliminating wrinkles.

Warranty:
CM 300 adhesive products are manufactured to rigid Quality Control Specifications and warranted to be free of defects. Defective product brought to our attention within one year of manufacture will be replaced at no charge to our customer.

Description:
CM 300 Ultra Premium Adhesive is specially formulated to handle your toughest installation challenges. This ultra-strong adhesive is excellent for installations of high performance carpet backings including polyurethane attached cushions and laminates, graphics unitary, woven carpets, and “Double Glue-Down”. The adhesive is specifically formulated with an extended open time for greater installer efficiency when pattern matching. CM 300 is a safe, light colored, low odor, adhesive. CM 300 is moisture resistant and non-flammable, and is the most versatile, strongest, trouble-free carpet adhesive.

Recommended for use with:
CM 300 Ultimate Adhesive is recommended for the following backings:
- BioCell® and EnviroCeil® - Polyurethane laminate and attached cushion
- latex and urethane unitary
- Woven polypropylene - ActionBac®
- Double Glue-Down
- Needlepunch
- Woven
- Axminster
- Jute

This adhesive is not recommended for vinyl backed (PVC) carpet.

Subfloor surfaces:
- Above, On, and Below grade concrete (Maximum moisture emission rate of 5 lbs./1000 sq. ft./24 hours, a pH of 7.9-8.0, RH of 85% when installing ActionBac and 80% for all other backings systems)
- APA rated plywood underlayment
- Properly prepared gypsum cements

Specific Technical Data:
- Base: latex-resin emulsion
- Color: tan
- Flammability: Non-flammable
- Shelf Life: One year from date of manufacture in an openened container
- Freeze-Thaw Stable: Stability and spreadability can be reduced if frozen. For best results do not allow to freeze.
- Clean-up: Remove wet adhesive with damp cloth (plain water). Use safety solvent for dry adhesive.
- Not recommended for exterior installations.
- VOCs: 0 g/l (Calculated per Ca. Rule 1168)

Stick With Us!

CM FLOORING

1801
Seaming Adhesive
Application Instructions:
For "Stretch-In" Installations
1. Apply to each trimmed edge at the base of the face yarn where it enters the primary backing, extending down and encapsulating the edge of the secondary back. Then rub into the edge with thumb filling the voids in the "backing sandwich".
2. Avoid getting seam adhesive on face yarns.
3. Allow to dry sufficiently to avoid contamination of the face yarns during the "hot-melt" seaming process.

Recommended for use with:
- Woven polypropylene, unitaries, attached cushion and woven
- Polyurethanes including BioCell, Enhancers, Kangaback and Durafilm
- Vinyls (Carpets and Resilients with cushion and hardbacks)
- Other Uses (Backing repairs, Binding tapes, Sample repairs, seam construction using "pin tape", stretch-in or direct glue down installations)

Specifications:
- Proprietary latex blend
- Color: white, dries clear
- Non-flammable
- Keep from freezing
- Clean up: wet, mild soap solution and warm water. Dry. Safety Solvent
- Store in a cool dry area. Keep container tightly sealed when not in use. Shelf life approximately six (6) months in unopened container.
- Plasticizer Migration Resistant

Warranty:
CM FLOORING products are manufactured to rigid Quality Control Specifications and warranted to be free of defects. Defective product brought to our attention within six months of manufacture will be replaced at no charge to our customer.